
 

Otters Foxes Badgers  

Unit of work Key Concept Unit of work Key Concept Unit of work Key Concept 

Cycle A Badgers Foxes and Otters 

What makes me amazing?  Plants What was new about the 
new stone age?  

Materials (Rocks) How has crime and 
punishment changed?  

Living things and their 
habitats 

What changes in winter? Material What materials should I 
use to build a shelter? 

Materials Why does water go round 
and round? 

Animals including humans  

How have toys changed? Materials Who are our local 
heroes? 

Plants Where does our stuff 
come from? (trade) 

Animals including humans 

What is life like in the 
rainforest? 

Animals including humans How well do I know 
myself? 

Animals including humans How much did the 
Ancient Egyptians 
achieve? 

Sound 

What can you find in the 
woods? 
 

Plants Which was more 
impressive the stone age, 
the iron age or the bronze 
age? 

Forces Would the Vikings do 
anything for money? 

Light 

Where do our favourite 
animals live? 

Animals including humans Why is it important to 
learn about the climate? 

Animals including humans Are we damaging our 
world? 

Evolution and inheritance 

Cycle B Badgers Foxes and Otters 

Who am I?  Plants Did the great fire make 
London and better or 
worse place? 

Animals including humans What happened when the 
Romans came to Britain? 
 

Materials 

What is it like where we 
live? 

Animals including humans Where on earth are we? Light  Did WW1 or WW2 have 
the biggest impact on our 
locality? 
 

Materials 

What is it made of? Materials What are the seven 
wonders of the world? 

Materials Was the Anglo Saxon 
period really the dark 
age? 

Living things and their 
habitats 

What is it like on safari? Animals including humans Animals  Plants How does the Earth shake 
rattle and roll? 

Electricity 

How does your garden 
grow? 

Plants Power it up Plants Why should we 
remember the Maya? 

Electricity 

What do we need to 
survive? 

Material Do we like to be beside 
the seaside? 
 

Animals including humans What happens inside me? Animals including humans 



Cycle C Badgers (Otters and Foxes back to cycle A) 

    How is our country 
changing?  

Living things and their 
habitats 

    What is life like in the 
Amazon? 
 

Animals including humans 

    What makes people go 
on a Journey? 
 

Animals including humans 

    What did the Greeks do 
for us? 
 

Forces  

    What is it like in the 
Americas? 
 

Space 

    How will our world look in 
the future? 

Animals including humans 

 


